CITIZEN COMMENT ON LIBRARY MATERIALS

The Board of Trustees of ImagineIF Libraries has delegated the responsibility for Selection and evaluation of library resources to the Library Director and collection development team, and has established reconsideration procedures to address concerns about those resources. This form is the first procedure that must be completed. If you wish to request reconsideration of library resources, please return this completed form to:

Library Director
ImagineIF Libraries
247 First Avenue East
Kalspeill, MT 59901

Name: [Redacted] Date: Oct 7, 2021

Do you represent self? _____ Organization? _____ (please specify) _______________

1. Resource on which you are commenting:
   Book _____ Video _____ Display _____ Magazine _____ Library Program _____
   Audio Recording _____ Newspaper _____
   Electronic information/network _____ (please specify)
   Other ________________

   Title: Gender Queen

   Author/Producer: Maia Kobabe

   Location at which resource is held:
   _____ ImagineIF Kalispell
   _____ ImagineIF Columbia Falls
   _____ ImagineIF Bigfork
   _____ ImagineIF Marion

Updated 3/19/2018
2. Are you familiar with the ImagineIF Library Collection Development Policy?
   I HAVE READ THE POLICY SEVERAL TIMES

3. What is your objection to the resource? (Please be specific and list pages and/or sections as applicable.)
   THERE MANY, SOME OF THE MOST GRAPHIC:
   PG 63: MASSESSING MALE FEMALE
   PG 61: FANTASIZING OF BREAST REMOVAL SURGERY
   PG 61: TASTING VULVAL SECRECTIONS
   PG 19: ANOTHER MASTURBATION TRAUMA
   PG 17: EVERYONE WATCHES TV IN BATH
   PG 128: A PERIODIC TOILET IS EQUITABLE TO BEING STAGGERS
   PG 129: PLEBONIA REFERENCE IN GREEN ART
   PG 130-141: 4 PAGES DESCRIBING A SEX TOY
   PG 135: SHAVING OF PUSHAIR
   PG 137: SINGING ORAL-SEX (NOT GRAPHIC)
   PG 140: THE WORLD IS TO BLAME BECAUSE THEY KNEW AS FEMALE
   PG 174: NOMINATION OF SIDE EFFECTS OF SELF INJECTING TESTOSTERONE
   PG 185: NOMINATION OF SIDE EFFECTS OF DRUGS BLOCKING MALE-HORMONE
   PG 181: OTHERS NEED TO CHANGE TO MAKE HER COMFORTABLE

4. Have you read, watched or heard the material in its entirety? If not, what sections did you review?
   I READ THE ENTIRE COMIC

5. What do you feel might be the result of reading, viewing, or listening to this resource?
   (Use additional pages if necessary.)
   IT COULD CAUSE SEVERE GENDER CONFUSION TO OTHER ALREADY HEALTHY TRANSGENES
   THE INTENTION OF THE BOOK IS THAT GENDER CONFUSION IS ALL DUE TO
   "I WAS BORN THIS WAY, AND THERE IS NOTHING I CAN DO ABOUT IT"
   IT PROMOTES VENUSIAN, SEXUAL IMMORALITY AND TRIP TO MAINSTREAM
   DEVIANT SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
   HER PARENTS AND MOST OF HER PEERS OFFERED NO HELP

6. Is there anything good about this particular resource?
   NONE THAT I COULD FIND
   THE AUTHOR SPENDS THE ENTIRE TIME ON HER PROBLEM, NOT FINDING THE CAUSE OR IT ON
   ANY RECOMMENDATIONS OR TREATMENTS, IF A YOUNG IMPRESSIBLE GIRL WERE TO READ THIS
   IT COULD BE EXTREMELY DESTRUCTIVE.
   THE BOOK ENDS WITH NOTHING BEING RESOLVED, IT HAS NO SOCIALLY RECOGNIZING VALUE.

Updated 3/19/2018
7. Have you read any reviews of this resource?

I have read two which were very supportive of the author.

8. Are there other resources that you suggest to provide additional information or viewpoints on this topic?

Any book by gender-confused people who sought medical help and resolved their problems and led a happy normal life.

9. What action do you suggest be taken with this resource?

Removal of this book, or at the very least put it in with the adults only section. The policy needs to be adjusted so that other books of this genre are kept out of our library.